
How to use Our Stickers 

 

Our stickers aren’t stars, funny faces or ‘Good Work’ wombats! Our stickers are based on real people!     
They promote teachable moments. They beg the question, ‘Who is?’ This is how these stickers can be used, 
not only as merit stickers and project starters, but more importantly, as teachable moments. 

 

 

Ways to use our stickers in the art room 

 Merit Stickers- use these stickers as teachable moments whilst at the same time, rewarding your 
students 

 Art making activities- resin activities, card making, bookmarks, collage 
 Assignment starters- use these stickers as a motivator to start assignments around these artists 
 Art Certificates- print your own art certificates and make them extra special by adding an artist 

sticker to the certificate (certificates can be found and printed from Bodil’s website 
www.bodil.com.au ) 

 

Ways to use our stickers in the STEAM room 

 Merit Stickers- use these stickers as teachable moments whilst at the same time, rewarding your 
students  

 Assignment starters- use these stickers as a motivator to start assignments around these various 
people from STEAM industries 

 STEAM Certificates- print your own science certificates and make them extra special by adding a 
STEAM sticker to the certificate (certificates can be found and printed from Bodil’s website 
www.bodil.com.au ) 

 

Ways to use our stickers in different classrooms: 

 IT: Grace Hopper, Katherine Johnson, Ellon Musk and even Leonardo da Vinci have all had a 
significant impact in the area of Information Technology. Use these stickers for rewarding students 
or as project starters. 

 Environmental Studies- Leonardo da Vinci first conceptualised the use of solar power, Ellon Musk is 
now leading the way in this field, along with many of his other ‘’earth friendly’ inventions. Use these 
stickers for rewarding students or as project starters. 

 NASA projects- Katherine Johnson was a mathematician who worked for NASA. Use her sticker on 
NASA projects and as a reward when studying NASA. 

 

Ways to use our stickers for whole school events: 

 Science Week- Our STEAM pack includes scientists from many different fields and is a great reward 
to use during Science Week 



 Space week-  Katherine Johnson
‘space’. Use their stickers during Space Week for rewards and project starters.

 RUOK Day- both Frida Kahlo and Yayoi Kusama struggled with their mental health
Kusama currently resides as a 
symbols of hope and achievement in the area of mental health.

 Book Week- Use these stickers to decorate and create bookmarks as part of your book week 
activities.  

 Crazy Hair Day- Use our Yayoi Kusama sticker to give to students on crazy hair day. No one loves a 
fun hairdo like Yayoi Kusama does

 School Art Exhibition- Hand out
artist pack as part of the prizes awarded 
 

 

Ways to use our stickers at your school 

 Badge making- our stickers have a 4cm diameter and look great pressed into badges to sell at school 
fetes. 

 Art projects- bookmarks, cardmaking and resin jewellery all look great when made in conjunction 
with our stickers. On-sell student art to raise money for your school community.
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Bodil’s printed certificates with Bodil stickers attached

rine Johnson, Ellon Musk and Albert Einstein have all worked in the area of 
se their stickers during Space Week for rewards and project starters.

both Frida Kahlo and Yayoi Kusama struggled with their mental health
Kusama currently resides as a patient in a mental health home in Japan. Use these iconic women as 
symbols of hope and achievement in the area of mental health. 

Use these stickers to decorate and create bookmarks as part of your book week 

Yayoi Kusama sticker to give to students on crazy hair day. No one loves a 
fun hairdo like Yayoi Kusama does! 

Hand out our Artist Stickers at the door for all visiting guests, or use a whole 
artist pack as part of the prizes awarded to your art students.  

Ways to use our stickers at your school fetes: 

stickers have a 4cm diameter and look great pressed into badges to sell at school 

bookmarks, cardmaking and resin jewellery all look great when made in conjunction 
sell student art to raise money for your school community.
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Bodil stickers used in collage work. 
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Bodil’s Artist and STEAM sticker packs.
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